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function and stagnation pressure fields.
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Conventions and Nomenclature
Conventions :
The directions in the 2-dimensional coordinate system is referred to as a "longitudinal"
coordinate (along the mean direction of the flow) and a "transverse" coordinate (perpendicular to
the mean direction). The Cartesian coordinate system is defined by x as the main direction of the
flow, and y as the transverse coordinate. The Polar system is defined for the centrifugal
compressor case, with r the main direction of the flow, and 0 the transverse coordinate. The
rotation vector 6 defines the z-axis of the corresponding 3-dimensional cylindrical coordinate
system.
Nomenclature:
Letters:
A cross-sectional area
CP specific heat at constant pressure
CV control volume - reference volume for calculations
d differential quantity
E internal energy
e internal energy per unit mass
Ek Ekman number
f non-dimensional stream function (of ir)
g non-dimensional stream function (of x,y)
H enthalpy
h enthalpy per unit mass
h duct height - reference length in the y direction
k thermal conductivity
L reference length
M Mach number
m mass
n number of moles
p static pressure
pt stagnation pressure
Q heat transfer
q heat flux vector
9t universal gas constant
R gas constant
R radius at the trailing edges of the blades (centrifugal compressor case)
Re Reynolds number
Ro Rossby number
S entropy
s entropy per unit mass
T temperature
u,U velocity flow field
V volume
W width of the channel (centrifugal compressor case)
w relative velocity in the rotating frame
Symbols:
V nabla operator (gradient, divergence)
a partial derivative symbol
y specific heat ratio
8 shear layer half-thickness
6 infinitesimal variation (replaces derivatives for non state functions like sgen)
A difference, e.g. AU
similarity dimensionless transverse coordinate
O angle (centrifugal compressor case)
X ratio of the inlet velocities (case of two parallel mixing flows)
pt dynamic viscosity
v kinematic viscosity
p fluid density
stream function
Tr viscous stress tensor
# dissipation function (subscripts are used for different velocity fields)
irreversibility distribution ratio
rotating rate
ao infinity
oc proportional to
o( ) negligible compared to
approximately equal to, equivalent to
Subscripts:
1 higher velocity (upper) inlet component
2 lower velocity inlet component
A point where the shear layer reaches the wall boundaries
down value on the lower side of the splitting wall (case of parallel flows)
e exit conditions (mixed out state)
gen generated quantity
i fixed position of a coordinate system (xi stands for a defined position)
i,in inlet conditions
i,j vector components in a sum (xi and xj represent the coordinate system)
loss value of the losses in a non-conserved quantity (here, stagnation pressure)
max maximum value
minimum value
value corresponding to the mixed out conditions
value at reference radius R
derivative in the relative frame
reduced quantity in the rotating relative frame
stagnation quantities
value on the upper side of the splitting wall (case of parallel flows)
components in x,y,z directions (Cartesian coordinates)
components in r and 0 directions (Polar coordinates)
values at the walls (angle 0)
Overbar symbols :
-+ (e.g. x)
. (e.g. th)
-M
-M (e.g. Pt )
-A
-A (e.g. pt)
- (e.g. wr)
vector
rate of change of a quantity in a defined volume (time derivative)
mass-flow average quantity
area average quantity
mass-flow average quantity
non-dimensional quantities
min
mixed
R
rel
red
t
up
x,y,z
r,Oth
w

1. Introduction
Entropy generation processes have two main origins, in thermal diffusion and in viscous fluid
mixing. Entropy generation through fluid mixing occurs when flows of different properties are put in
contact. Although a control volume analysis can often be used to compute the losses of various
elements of turbomachines, the method does not show the internal processes of entropy generation.
We would like here to examine items within the control volume, and illustrate how the detailed, or
local, approach relates to the global approach.
The study will focus on two specific problems: a simple case of parallel mixing flows in a duct of
constant area and a model of the wake downstream of the blades of a centrifugal compressor.
2. Previous work on mixing flows and shear layers
As background to the present study we describe briefly relevant information on mixing, entropy
generation and control volume analysis.
2.1. Control volume and conservation equations
We start with a control volume analysis for steady-state incompressible flow as in Figure 2.1, which
represents a control volume for a 2-dimensional situation. As defined here the control volume is a
straight channel. At the inlet a non-uniform flow enters the channel, and at the outlet the flow is fully
mixed out (i.e. uniform). There are no sources of mass, work, or heat in the channel.
The conservation laws can be written as follows, with ue, pe and pe the velocity, static
pressure and stagnation pressure at the exit (mixed out conditions). Equation (2.1.1) is conservation
of mass for an incompressible flow, and defines the area average.
ux (xi) = ux dy = ue . (2.1.1)
h
Equations (2.1.2) and (2.1.3) are conservation of momentum in the longitudinal x-axis with viscous
stresses neglected at the boundaries.
pA(xi) + pu (Xi) = pe + e , (2.1.2)
or in terms of stagnation pressure
P(xi) + pu2A(x) = pie + e 2 (2.1.3)
_ JOUX Ue
Control Volume
h u,
Xi Xe
Figure 2.1: Control Volume definition
The equations for conservation of energy are not needed to determine the velocity and pressure,
because the mechanical problem is decoupled from the thermal problem for an incompressible flow.
2.2. Background work on Entropy Generation (Bejan, 1996)
Bejan [2] presents an in-depth discussion of the origins of losses in engineering. Irreversible
processes, characterized by dissipation, give rise to losses in available energy, so generation of
entropy is directly related to mechanical energy losses. Heat flow is one mechanism for entropy
generation, and viscous dissipation is the other. The dissipation function *, defined in (2.2.1), can be
used to describe the viscous dissipation of mechanical energy.
p = --( u- + Bu- &u = 2 (x + 2 au' + Bux + u 2.2.1)i,; j xi ax, )8xi ax )y BW y tx '
The relation between the rate of entropy generation per unit width in the control volume and the
dissipation function is given by (2.2.2) for a 2-dimensional situation (see Appendix C):
""gen(xi) = #J J dV . (2.2.2)dt N CV(xi)
Entropy generation can be expressed with a control volume analysis. It is useful to introduce the
concept of mass average stagnation pressure, defined in (2.2.3) (Greitzer et al., 2004).
ux pi dy
pt ( - . (2.2.3)
Jux dy
h(xi)
For incompressible flow, and uniform stagnation temperature, the relation between the rate of
entropy generation, and the variation of the mass average stagnation pressure between the inflow and
the outflow, is given by (2.2.4) (see Appendix C) :
g(X) = Ue Ae M(X - 6t (-M(xi) - pte (2.2.4)
dtx) Tt \Ft )l p T Vk1J p
where pt, is the stagnation pressure at the exit, Tt the stagnation temperature of the flow, and rh the
mass flow per unit width.
It is also useful to turn the entropy production rate into a dimensionless dissipation coefficient Cdb
defined by (2.2.5) :
TC ""e (Xi) 
-- MXi) 
- pe A
1h U12  1pU12 - lpUl2 (2.2.5)2 2 ) 2
For the control volume the relation between the global mechanical energy loss, and the local viscous
dissipation is :
= T, ( j#dxdy, (2.2.6)
lpU12 { rhhUl2 crVx)22
where v = is the kinematic viscosity.
p
The key to understanding the entropy generation thus resides in a local knowledge of the
mechanisms of fluid mixing.
2.3. Background work on Shear Layer mixing (Schlichting, 1968)
To introduce the mechanism of viscous dissipation in fluid mixing, we start with the analysis of a
shear layer between two parallel streams in a laminar flow. The analytical solution is detailed in
Appendix A. With U1 the velocity of the higher stream, the velocity profile in the longitudinal
direction is given by (2.3.1) :
ux = U1 (7) (2.3.1)
C1r7
where f is a function of the similarity "dimensionless transverse coordinate", q = y , obeying
the shear layer equation (2.3.2) :
ff'+2f"=0 . (2.3.2)
To solve for ux , we use the boundary conditions :
ux >W Ul
ux U2
Figure 2.2 gives the numerical solution for the dimensionless longitudinal velocity, as a function of
U2q, for an inlet velocity ratio A = U2 of 0.5.
6
44 .- - --------------- ---------- -------- --------- -------- ------------------ -----------------
22 . . ....... ---------.-- -------- -- -----.- --- -----.- ---- ----------- ------------. -------- --------
T I 0 ....... --------- ---------- ------- --------- -------- ------------- ..... ........--------
0.5 UX 0.6
U1
Figure 2.2: Similarity solution velocity profile for a shear layer between two streams
(Schlichting, 1963)
From (2.3.2), we can develop a first estimate for the length to mix the flow. We define
boundaries for the shear layer at a lateral distance where the velocity reaches 99% of its value at
infinity, namely U1 at the top (2.3.3), and U2 at the bottom.
ux = U1 - 0.01 (U1 - U2). (2.3.3)
U1
28
U2 1%:
Ul-U2
Figure 2.3 Definition of the width of the shear layer
The flow is symmetric about the central plane of shear mixing, so it is convenient to define the shear
layer thickness as 2. The value of the dimensionless coordinate, 7, is 3.48 at the 1% boundary of
the shear layer.
Using this value of r, we estimate the length where the shear layer would reach 10% of a
reference height h, as:
YIo% = 0.1 X .
Thus,
Sy 1 2  U 0.01 x U1 h2  Reh (2.3.4)
v rf 4 x 3.482 x v 4844 1-A
AU h (U1-U2) h (1-A)U1 hIn (2.3.4), Re -IV h is defined as the Reynolds number of the flow.
The length where the shear layer would reach the edges of a duct of height h is given by (2.3.5):
XA A e
xA = yA U1 1 Re h . (2.3.5)
v rf 4.844 1-A
For example with Re=100 (the case examined in Chapter 2), we find:
x10% = 0.0413 h ,and xA = 4.1 3 h .
Boundary of the shear layer
Mixing starts (x=O) (1= 3.48)
U2
Figure 2.4 : Spatial evolution of the shear layer (theoretical model)
To evaluate the length for mixing, we need to define a criterion of uniformity. At the center of
the shear layer, the velocity is the mean of U1 and U2 and is equal to the mixed out velocity.
= U1 + U2 = (1+A)UI (2.3.6)
2 2
We can define the variations of the velocity field to a percentage of AU. From this criterion we can
estimate the corresponding length using the similarity solution for a free shear layer. For a situation
where the velocity difference across the duct is no more than 5% of the velocity difference U1-U2:
ux = ue + 05(U - U2) at y = , we find r 5% = 0.0986 for A =0.5. This yields
2y 2 U U1h 2 1
x, 2 - - - h 21 R (2.3.7)v r±% -5  4 x 0.09862 x v - 0.0389 1-A '
For the velocity to deviate by no more than 2% of the difference U1-U2, we find 7±2% = 0.0422.
This yields
Sy
2 U1 Ul h2  1 Re
X±2 = = = - h (2.3.8)
V 7±2%2 4 x 0.04222 X V 0.00712 1-2 (
For Re=100,
X± 5 %~ 5140 h
X12%= ~28000h
These results overestimate the actual mixing length, but as will be seen the shear layer analysis does
give a useful description of the early stages of the mixing.
3. Definition of the model for the case of parallel flows mixing
3.1. Definition of the case of study: physical model and restrictions
We examine the mixing of two laminar flows in a two-dimensional straight duct of constant cross-
sectional area. The two flows come from two parallel inlets, and have equal cross-sectional area. The
mixing is laminar. There are essentially mixed out conditions at the exit.
The inlet conditions are represented by inviscid walls of length lxil = h as shown in Figure 3.1 .
Separating wall
Xi 0X
-h 0200h
Figure 3.1 : Sketch of the flow domain
The fluid is incompressible, with uniform density and viscosity, and no body forces. There is no heat
transfer or work done on the fluid.
An appropriate Reynolds number is defined as Re ~ AU where AU is the velocity difference at
v h
the inlet: AU = U1 - U2:
Re _ Ul - U2 _ Ul (1 - A)
vh vh
Ideally we would like to have a large value of Reynolds number to illustrate internal flows in
turbomachinery. However the larger the Reynolds number, the longer the mixing region (and the
longer the computation). In addition, there are no qualitative changes expected once the Reynolds
number is large enough such that inertial forces are important. The value used here for the detailed
results was thus 100, although calculations were also carried out at other values of Re.
The value chosen for A was 0.5 to avoid regions of backflow. To examine the effects of shear
layer mixing only, there is no shear stress at the upper and lower walls.
3.2. Definition of the numerical model: boundary conditions, accuracy
and convergence
The Reynolds number and velocity ratio define the inlet conditions. The results are in terms of non-
dimensional quantities and thus reflect general results for our set of assumptions. The solver used is
Fluent. The grid is drawn using the software Gambit. From the discussion in Section 2.3,
development of the shear layer corresponding to 10% of h is to be expected around x=0.04h. The
mesh size at the trailing edge of the separating wall is set to 4.1 0-4 h, corresponding to the distance
where the shear layer has a height of 1% h. To enable calculations in a reasonable time, a progressive
mesh with a small successive cell-to-cell ratio, 1.01, was used. With 146,000 cells, the calculation
converged from a uniform state in less than one day. Convergence is defined when non-dimensional
residuals of the flow equations (continuity and momentum) sum up to less than 1.10-13.
The numerical results were extracted from Fluent and post-processed in Matlab.
4. Results for the duct mixing simulation
4.1. Velocity profiles, and length for mixing to be accomplished
We examine the x-component of velocity first. Figure 4.1 shows contours of U' in the initial mixingU
region for - 1 < .I <7.
y/h
0.5
0
-0.5
-1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 2 3 4 5
Figure 4.1 :Contours of ulUl from x/h=-J to x/h=7 (shear layer early mixing)
Figure 4.1 is complemented by Figures 4.2(a) to 4.2(n), which show the x-component of velocity at
different locations along the duct. There are two curves in each figures corresponding to x > 0 : one
for the numerical simulation and one for the similarity solution. In the latter the "origin" of mixing
has been set at the end of the separating wall (x=0) ; this provided the best correlation with the
numerical calculations. The profile computed shows a good correlation with that of the similarity
solution within the shear layer until approximately x=10.
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Figures 4.2(a) to (n) : Longitudinal velocity component, u/U, at different x/h stations
Some features can be commented on in Figures 4.2(a) to 4.2(n).
Figures 4.2(a) to 4.2(d) show that the velocity profile starts to change before the trailing edge
= 0) to reach a mean value at the edge. This is necessary to satisfy continuity of the velocity field
at the trailing edge ; there is no discontinuity at the trailing edge (Figure 4.2(e)).
The velocity profile follows the evolution of the similarity profile for only a short distance
(Figures 4.2(e) to 4.2(j)). From the location where the velocity at the walls starts to be reached by the
13
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shear layer (around = 4 at the top, -1 = 6 at the bottom), the actual profile shows a different
evolution.
For - = 0 to = 4, the velocity is not uniform outside the shear layer near the boundaries ofh h
the duct. Figures 4.2(e) to 4.2(j) show that the velocity in the upper region (higher velocity) increases
to a maximum then decreases, while the velocity in the lower region (lower velocity) decreases to a
minimum then increases. The explanation of this observation will be given in Section 4.2, where the
pressure field is analyzed. Figures 4.2(i) and 4.2(j) show that the velocity profile is not symmetric. At
h I the velocity at the center is slightly higher than the mean velocity. At - = 5 we see that the
velocity in the upper region has decreased faster than the velocity in the lower region has increased.
The value of X where the shear layer reaches the wall (at height A) is about 4.1 at the top, and 5.8h2
at the bottom. The shear layer estimate was = 4.1 on both sides.
From 5 to 200, Figures 4.2(j) to 4.2(n) show that the flow mixes out more rapidly
than in the similarity solution ; for example, there is a 2% velocity difference between the center and
the boundaries of the duct at = 45, as illustrated in Figure 4.3. This is 3 orders of magnitude lessh
than the 28 000 calculated in Section 2.3 ! The shear layer similarity analysis is thus not representative
after - ~ 5.h
<6
Figure 4.3: Contours of ulUJ from x/h=-J to x=50, with a 2% step
15
The y-component of velocity is shown in Figures 4.4 and 4.5, non-dimensionalized by U1. Figure
4.4 presents contours of -Y near the inlet (X = -1 to X = 7) and Figures 4.5 and 4.6 shows the y-U1 h h
component velocity profiles at different stations, at two different scales. The similarity solution is
again shown for comparison.
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Figure 4.4 : Contours of u/Ul from x/h=-J to x/h=7 (shear layer early mixing)
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Figure 4.5(a) to () : Transversal velocity component, u,/U, for x/h < 1
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There are- several features of the y-component of velocity that should be noted. First, the value
of uy is everywhere small compared to U1. The highest values of -Y are at the trailing edge of theUl
separating wall and have magnitude about 0.05 . The maximum value of -Y does not occur at theUl
center of the duct. The mixing cannot start with a discontinuity (as implied by the shear layer
analysis), but rather a wake profile. We see two maxima at = 0, the highest being y= 0.0538 at18U
18
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4
= - 0.0184. Figures 4.5(c) and 4.5(d) show that the flow profile starts to evolve before the
trailing edge of the separating wall. From Figures 4.5(e) to 4.5(j), we see that until X = 0.2 the
direction of the transverse flow is from the (lower) region of lower velocity, to the (upper) region of
higher velocity. This will be explained in Section 4.2 when the pressure field is analyzed.
Downstream of X = 0.2 the direction of uy becomes negative (Figures 4.5(k) and 4.5(1)), andh
roughly resembles the similarity solution. However, from Figures 4.6(a) to 4.6(f), the profile of uyUl
evolves more rapidly than the similarity solution after approximately X = 5. Again, the flow reaches
a quasi mixed out state at 45 (see Figures 4.6(d), 4.6(e) and 4.6(f)).
4.2. Static pressure field
The above description of the velocity field allows us to interpret the dissipation distribution. Before
this, however, it is useful to describe the pressure field. Contours of static pressure are given in
Figure 4.7 and 4.8 . Figure 4.9 is a plot of the static pressure profile at different locations.
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Figure 4.7: Static pressure field: contours of (prpe) / (1/2pu?), from x/h=-1 to x/h=6
In Figures 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9, we see that except near = 0, the pressure differences areh
everywhere small compared I pUl 2. After I~= , the effect of the pressure differences on the flow2 h
can be neglected. Between -1 = 0 and - = 1, the pressure differences are concentrated in an area ofh h
radius roughly 0.01h around the origin. After 0.01h (Figure 4.9) static pressure differences do not
exceed 10% of 1 pUl2. Close to - = 0, Figure 4.8 shows that the pressure differences cannot be
neglected. Figure 4.9 shows the static pressure difference in this region. The high flow and low flow
streams have a common value at the trailing edge of the separating wall, where the velocity field
cannot be discontinuous. The higher velocity stream has to decrease rapidly, and cannot decrease
through friction, and the low flow has to increase rapidly. At the origin, the transverse pressure
gradient is the highest. Between - = 0 and X = 5, the pressure differences observed near theih h
origin lead to a contraction of the high flow stream, and an expansion of the low flow stream.
y/h
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Figure 4.8 : Static pressure field contours near the origin
We can also check roughly that viscous effects do not play a major part in the region before X = 0.h
If the viscous dissipation is negligible, we apply Bernoulli flow between = -1 and = 0 and theh h
extrema of static pressure pmaxup and pmin<d..> at the trailing edge are:
2) (1-2) and
pmx. p u 2.pue2 = ~pui2 (3,+an
1 l 2 1p 2 1 2 (3A+1) (1-A)p2 - pmin~d..> ~;t pue2 2 pu2 -2 PU 4 .
The numerical results at the inlet, for Re=100, give P-e= -0.0776 and =2 -  -0.1724.
2 pui 1 2
This leads to pmaup) - pe ~ 0.36 and pmin..) - pe -0.48.
12 12
The results observed in Figure 4.9 are ~max(p) - 0.4 and m"""'''" - e -0.65.
12 12
The inviscid approximation for thus gives a rough estimate of the pressure extrema and show that
viscous effects coming there do not play a major role. Figure 4.9 shows that the pressure differences
are important only in the region close to the end of the splitting wall at x=O, y=O. After x=0.1 the
pressure variations in the flow are negligible.
Figure 4.10 is a schematic diagram that represents the main evolution of the flow near the inlet of
the duct. After x=0, the flow is divided into three areas. Viscous mixing occurs in the shear layer, and
outside the shear layer the evolution of the flow is determined by pressure differences.
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Figure 4.9 : Static pressure field profiles at different stations
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Figure 4.10: Schematic diagram of the flow pattern in the duct, from x = -h to several h
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4.3. Dissipation function and mass average stagnation pressure
Figure 4.11 shows the stagnation pressure along the duct. We see that the dissipation occurs between
X= 0 and X = 45, and the mass average stagnation pressure does not vary noticeably afterh h
= 45. Figure 4.12 shows an inflexion point of the dissipation (in log scale) at = 5,
corresponding to the location where the shear layer reaches the wall. Between = 5 and = 20h h
the shear layer does not expand anymore, and the velocity profile becomes uniform, so that at
X = 20, more than 90% of the mixing is achieved. Figure 4.13 shows the region near the origin.
hh
Thevicos lsss or 0ar negligible compared to the mixing losses. Figure 4.13 also shows
the maximum dissipation rate at = 0, where the two incoming flows meet. The overall stagnation
h
pressure loss is : Ap 2S = 0.0783. As expected, this result corresponds to a control volume analysis,
.12
provided that we take into account the static pressure difference between the two inlet streams at this
low Reynolds number (Appendix C) :
Ap loss (PI - Pe) + A(p2 - pe) 3
1 pu2 (1+ A) Ipui2 4
2/U 2
(Pt-Pt(mixed))
(1/2 P U12)
Figure 4.11 : Mass average stagnation pressure along the duct
Figure 4.12 : Mass average stagnation pressure along the duct (log scale)
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Figure 4.13 : Mass average stagnation pressure along the duct (region of early mixing)
Pressure rise in the duct can be seen in Figure 4.14. The mass average kinetic energy, plotted in
Figure 4.15, is a measure of the non-uniformity of the flow across the duct. The mass average kinetic
energy from the similarity solution (where pressure variations are neglected) and the numerical
results are shown for -1 < 100. In the numerical results, we observe that the variations in the
velocity field outside the shear layer lead to a greater non-uniformity, and a stronger mixing. The two
curves cross each other at = 5.h
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Figure 4.14: Area average static pressure along the duct
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Figure 4.15 : Mass average kinetic energy along the duct (log scale)
Figures 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18 represent the dissipation function at different locations and give a
description of the viscous dissipation per unit area. The integral of ) gives the local rate of
dissipation with axial distance, the rate of change of the mass average stagnation pressure.
Figure 4.16 represents the dissipation upstream of the trailing edge of the separating wall. At
X = -1, the dissipation is zero. There are several orders of magnitude between the dissipation rate
W
in the region < -0.1 and the region close to the origin ( < 0.01). From = -0.1 to =0,
ihthe region r he h toch
the dissipation rate grows up to 104 times, with a maximum at the center of the duct.
U12
Figure 4.16: Dissipationfunction profiles along the duct (before x/h=O)
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Figure 4.17 Dissipation function profiles along the duct (early mixing after x/h=0)
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Figure 4.18 : Dissipation function profiles along the duct (early mixing - zoom in)
Figures 4.17 and 4.18 show the dissipation function between = 0 and = 0.1. Theh h
maximum of dissipation is at the center of the duct. The maximum decreases from = 0 toh
= 0.1 by approximately 2 orders of magnitude. Figure 4.20 shows the decrease along the duct for
larger values of .
The region of dissipation expands laterally from the center to the boundaries of the duct, as the
shear layer develops. After the shear layer has reached the walls of the duct, the dissipation function
profile tends to a uniform distribution across the duct. At small distances from the origin, there are
"bumps" of dissipation on the sides of the main dissipation peak, as in Figure 4.18. These bumps are
of magnitude 103 to 104 times less than the peaks at the center, and provide negligible contribution
to the overall dissipation.
Figure 4.19 shows the components of the dissipation function at = 0.1. The major terms that
h
lead to the bumps are and (these are equal). The bumps are caused by the non-
uniformity of the flow outside the shear layer. More precisely, the velocity gets higher than U1 above
the shear layer, and lower than U2 below.
In Figures 4.16 to 4.20, we observe that the dissipation profile outside the shear layer has a
noticeable asymmetry. In Figure 4.20, we see that the dissipation is larger in the lower region, where
both pressure rise and shear forces contribute to decrease the flow velocity.
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Figure 4.19: Dissipation function components at x/h=0. 1
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Figure 4.20 : Dissipationfunction profiles along the duct (late mixing)
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Figure 4.20 shows that the shape of the dissipation function changes noticeably after the shear
layer has reached the walls. After approximately -1 = 5 , shape changes from bell-like to "dome-
like", and becomes more uniform. The dissipation function then decreases until the exit.
4.4. Summary
Figure 4.21 recaps the major features of the mixing process for this case. The duct can be divided
into 4 different parts.
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Figure 4.21 : Schematic representation of the results for the case ofparallel mixing flows (A=0.5, Re=100)
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The overall mechanical energy loss due to fluid mixing is I ~ 0.0783.
2pU12
Table 4.1 : Entropy generation for different Reynolds numbers
Table 4.1 shows the decrease of mass-average stagnation pressure in the duct for different
Reynolds number, and the result derived from a control volume analysis, using the assumption of
equal inlet pressure in the two streams. The inlet velocities are the same for all cases, and the inlet
stagnation pressures are different (only the viscosity of the fluid was changed). As Re increases, the
mechanical energy loss gets closer to the result derived from a control volume analysis. The pressure
difference observed at the end of the splitting wall decreases, the flow is more unidirectional, and the
mixing situation there is closer to a free shear layer situation.
I: the duct was not long enough, so the total loss was estimated.
Aptloss
Re IpUl2
2
10 0.1150
100 0.0783
1000 0.07511
CV analysis with 0.0625
uniform inlet pressure
5. Wake in a centrifugal compressor: modeling
Another generic mixing situation is a wake in a centrifugal compressor. This has different features
from the duct mixing situation, including Coriolis and centrifugal forces in the rotating frame.
Figure 5.1 is a sketch of a wake in a 2-dimensional centrifugal compressor. A 20-blade centrifugal
compressor is used, having straight and infinitely thin radial blades. Calculations show that the
distance of mixing after the end of the blades did not exceed 5 times the width of the channel WR at
the trailing edges ; at this location the flow can be considered mixed out.
Control Volume - ------
blade .------ -----~ -
Av18*
Wi2
20 -
Figure 5.1 :Sketch of centrifugal compressor blades
At the inlet a representation of rotating channel flow based on a quasi 1-dimensional
approximation is useful. For irrotational inviscid flow, the analytical result is given by Greitzer et al.
[5, Section 7.8]:
wr ~=2 r+2 &r ,
W ~ 2 Q r ? -- 02), (5.2)
where Q is the angular velocity of the rotating machine, 0, is the semi-angle of the passage, W is the
channel arc length at radial station r (taken equal to the width for small values of O6), and Wr and
w9 are respectively the radial and angular relative velocity components.
The Reynolds number of the relative flow is defined as Re = ir W , where v is the kinematic
viscosity. It is here set to Re = 2.5 101 .The calculation also uses a k-c turbulence model.
The Navier-Stokes equation in the relative frame has two body forces, centrifugal force and
Coriolis force. The centrifugal force can be incorporated through the definition of a reduced
pressure. For a steady flow we thus have:
( V.Y)' = Vpres - 2 0 x ' + P ,(5.3)
p
= -p Q 2 r2
where pred= p - 2 is the reduced static pressure and C is the rotation vector (0 j2)
To compare the different terms of (5.3), we can use non-dimensional numbers representing the
relative influences of the physical quantities. The Rossby number compares the Coriolis force to the
inertial force and is defined as Ro = Wr
Its value was set as 2.6 in our study, a representative magnitude encountered in turbomachinery.
The Ekman number compares viscosity to the Coriolis force. Its value
Ek v - o = 1.04.10-1 shows that the flow profile is essentially determined by the pressureQ W12Re
field and Coriolis forces.
The exit static pressure is set to zero. The blades have no slip boundary conditions. The velocity
profiles given previously, together with the Rossby number and the Reynolds number, define the
boundary conditions at the inlet. R ~ 10 W ~ 3.2 W is the radius at the trailing edges of the blades.
71r
To achieve high resolution, the mesh (generated with Gambit) was focused on the mixing areas
at the trailing edges of the blades. We used 18,900 cells to allow rapid calculations. Convergence was
taken to be when the residuals reduced to 10-11 for all the governing equations (continuity,
momentum).
An appreciable energy loss was desired to illustrate the mixing processes in a rotating
environment. The wake created by the boundary layers on the blades was not thick enough, and we
thus created a larger wake by adding a screen on the suction side of the compressor. The velocity in
the wake is about half the velocity of the free stream at r=R, and the width of the wake is 20% of the
passage width. These were created using a flow blockage (a screen-like configuration), placed on the
suction side of the compressor, at r=0.9R. Figure 5.2 is a sketch of the model.
Mixing region Control Volume
blockage screen r.... ------- scr18*
blade --- --
0.75-- --- -
Sftwadt Ofib area1+5 I
R ~20 W_ 3.2 Wt2 )r
Figure 5.2 : Model of centrifugal compressor, with a blockage screen
6. Wake in a centrifugal compressor: results
This chapter shows the results of the wake mixing calculations. As with the parallel mixing problem,
we describe first the velocity fields and pressure. We then discuss the evolution of the reduced
stagnation pressure and the dissipation function. Comparisons are also made between the rotating
blade row and the parallel mixing situation.
6.1. Relative velocity profiles, area of mixing
Figure 6.1 gives the contours of the radial relative velocity around a blade, referenced to the inlet
average radial velocity at the center of the passage, wrin. The mixing region spans from
approximately r=0.9R to r=1.1R. Figures 6.2(a) to 6.2(h) give the radial velocity at different radial
stations. Figure 6.3 is a composite plot of these profiles, with the velocity W replaced by the
Wrin
volume flow wr xr
Wrin R
0
-0
Figure 6.1 : Contours of radial velocity component around a blade, wr / wr inR
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At r=R the velocity in the wake is roughly half the velocity in the free channel (0.9 times wrin).
The wake represents roughly 20% of the passage. After the trailing edge, the area average radial
relative velocity decreases as r increases because of conservation of mass. On Figure 6.3 we see that
the flow profile is convected by the circumferential velocity.
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Figure 6.4(a) to () : Plots of circumferential relative velocity wth at different r/R stations
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Figure 6.5 Plots of circumferential relative velocity at all stations
Figures 6.4(a) to 6.4(f) show the features of the circumferential component of relative velocity,
and Figure 6.5 compares them at different radial stations. The angular velocity has two local minima
and two local maxima. Near r=R, the wake (3.60<0<90) has less circumferential velocity than the
free stream. The flow at the end of the blades has zero circumferential velocity. The maxima and
minima are convected with the flow, i.e. move to lower angles, and their difference decreases.
6.2. Reduced static pressure field
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Figure 6.6: Reduced static pressure contours ( )red 2
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Figure 6.6 shows contours of the reduced static pressure, for the range of values after r=R (the
values at the screen are out of scale). After r=R, we observe that in the wake (suction side), the
reduced static pressure is lower than in the free stream. This suggests that like the parallel mixing
case, pressure forces are important in the early mixing region where they tend to drive the flow from
the free stream to the wake region and diminish the velocity difference.
6.3. Losses : dissipation function, and reduced stagnation pressure
Reduced stagnation pressure is defined as follows :
Ptred = Pre +{ p2 = p _ p f2 r2 +{ pw2.2 2 2
The non-dimensional value of stagnation pressure represented in Figure 6.10 is:
Pt red - pt red (mixedout state)
ptred =
IpQ2 R22 2
RFigure 6.7 : Reduced stagnation pressure contoursR
At r=1.5R, the reduced stagnation pressure is essentially uniform. Figure 6.8 shows the reduced
stagnation pressure profile at different radial locations from r=R to r=1.5R. The profile at r=R has a
peak on the suction side, that decreases with radius. At r=1.2R, the peak has moved from 0=90 to
0=2* because of convection by the circumferential velocity.
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Figure 6.8 : Reduced stagnation pressure plots at different stations
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Figure 6.9 : Mass average reduced stagnation pressure for r=R (log scale)
Figure 6.9 shows the mass average reduced stagnation pressure along the passage. The flow
mixes out relatively quickly, with the losses concentrated near the edge of the blades. The overall loss
is 0.071 times the reference rotational kinetic energy at r=R. We can also calculate the loss in
percentage of the reference inlet kinetic energy (at r=0.75R, based on the mean velocity):
0.071 x C2 2R2 = 0.071 x 1 x -2 = 0.071 x 1 x R2 x 0.19
Wrin2  Ro2  Wn2 Ro2  W2  0.752-
which is also 0.11 times the kinetic energy at r=R.
We now look at the dissipation function, to define the spatial location of the losses. The
dissipation function is :
oil aw + -wia_
"' Ox1  Oxi  Ox
Since the difference between the velocity in the absolute frame and the relative frame corresponds to
a solid-body rotation, the dissipation function is equal in both frames of reference ; #. = #, = #
an gpen= m
and .""=t $. The dissipation is not frame-dependent and is an appropriate measure of the
local entropy generation due to viscous stresses.
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Figure 6.10 Dissipationfunction profiles at difrerent stations (from rR to r2R)
Figure 6.10 gives the dissipation function at different radial stations. Two passages are
represented to emphasize the peak at the trailing edge of the blades (at 9= 9*). At the end of the
blades the peak of high local dissipation is convected from r=R to r=1.05R. A second local peak is
observed on the suction side of the channel around 9= 50, due to the mixing of the wake with the
free stream after the blockage at r=0.9R. The two shear layers eventually merge to a single peak
between r=1.05R and r=1.1R. At r=1.2R, the maximum of the dissipation function has decreased
more than 2 orders of magnitude from its value at r=R, 9= 9*. The dissipation is negligible after
r=1.5R.
7. Comparison of the results, and concluding remarks
Table 7.1 recaps the main features of the two cases examined.
Case Parallel flows in a duct Wake in a centrifugal
compressor
Viscosity and flow regime laminar flow turbulent k-s model
Reynolds number 100 2.5X10 5
Rossby number 00 2.6
Body forces none centrifugal + Coriolis
1-D velocity field passed
Inlet boundary conditions Two uniform parallel streams
through a screen
Table 7.1 : Summary of two mixing problems examined
The conclusions of our study of the two conducted problems are:
1) For the case of the straight channel, we have calculated the characteristics of the mixing of the two
flows. For Re=100, the length of mixing is approximately 45 times the height of the duct. The local
dissipation profiles have been calculated. The plots show small bumps of dissipation outside the
shear layer, due to the non-uniformity of the flow and the pressure difference at the inlet. The results
give a clear example of connection between local and global features of mixing flows.
2) For the wake after a centrifugal compressor, we have calculated the relative velocity and pressure
profiles along the radius. For Re=2.5x10 5 and Ro=2.6, the length of mixing has the order of
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magnitude of the passage width between two blades. The plots of dissipation show two shear layers
that merge.
Appendix A: Similarity solution of the Shear Layer Theory
(Schlichting)
Schlichting [8] solves a simple case of two parallel mixing flows. The flow is considered
incompressible, steady, of constant viscosity p, uniform pressure in the longitudinal direction Jx or
p=p(y) , and derivatives in the longitudinal direction x neglected with respect to those in the
transversal direction y. Under these conditions, we first have the continuity equation for
incompressible flows:
div (i) = 0 <=> ux+ Uy= 0  (1)ax ay
The equation for linear momentum (Navier-Stokes equation) in the x-direction is:
u ax + aux aP , 2,
p uxY +uy 
= M g2 g2 >'
which simplifies to:
p ux + uY = P . (2)
To solve this system of equations, we use the stream function y, defined as follows:
y =UX ' ax
xV thus satisfies the continuity equation for the velocity field. (2) transforms to:
y a2 y/ y 2 - 3 v / (3)ay axay ax ay2  g-ys
with v the kinematic viscosity.
p
A similarity variable q oc - can be defined as r = y x
Fxyt x y)
We define also a non-dimensional function to represent Ni : f(r) = X') . (3) becomes then:
Qv U1 x
ff+ 2f" =0. (4)
:It is noticeable that )7 won't work as a similario variable for , and therfore won't work either as a similari_ variable for u, . Te
similariA variable is defned to solve only the main velocia jeld us
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(4) has no analytical solution
taken by Schlichting are:
df 
or
upper region is U1,
-> A
at this time, but can be solved numerically. The boundary conditions
ux -+
X Cs!
or ux +>
X Cs!
Ul ; the velocity outside the shear layer in the
U2 ; the velocity outside the shear layer in the
lower region is U2,
fA 1=0) = 0 or y/(x,y=0) = 0 ; the function xV is set arbitrarily to be equal to
0 at the origin -this choice has no incidence on the solution for u. - (we will see in the Appendix B
why this boundary condition is not correct for an estimation of u,).
The numerical solution is plotted on Figure al
4>
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Figure al: Velocity profile from the similarity solution (Schlichting)
This solution depends only on the X parameter (and not for example on the Reynolds number,
within the limits of the assumption of laminar flow).
Appendix B : Dissipation associated with the similarity
solution
We want to determine the transversal velocity field uY, and the dissipation function of the similarity
solution .We use the previous non-dimensional variable 1 , and function f = f(17), to get
uy = - (x) = v 1U7)
=(1-2)U1 hWith the Reynolds number Re =I h , we can put together non-dimensional terms:
v
u( = Ul Re (1) fA7). (5)2 VRe dq 7)
Unlike u. , u, depends not only on the lambda factor (through f ), but also on the Reynolds
number. u, is not a function of 1. We can foresee in the last equation some "non-similar" effects to
be observed, i.e. for a same value of 1 a strong increase of u, close to the point where the mixing
starts (x -> 0), and a decrease of the relative importance of u, far from the origin. The behaviour of
u, at the origin is predictable because we know that f is finite there (more precisely we know that
the expression within the brackets isn't equal to zero).
The boundary conditions need now to be revised, as f cannot take a random constant value at
q = 0 without changing the solution. A natural boundary condition corresponds to the annihilation
of u, in the upper region (and consequently in the lower region, as the numerical solution is an even
function for f ). This condition can be written:
17 f ,o) 0 or > or f ~ 7
The new boundary conditions are :
1 -> 1 or Ux , >,) Ul ; the longitudinal velocity outside the sheardq X s
layer in the upper region is U1,
d 1 -+> or Ux - -- W,> U2 ; the longitudinal velocity outside the shear
layer in the lower region is U2,
17 -4 or xy) > U
- * UlC ; the function yV is asymptotically linear
in y. The numerical solution, for X=0.5, is:
U1 %4h
Figure bi : y-velocity profile from the similarity solution
The u, velocity field depends on Re and on the longitudinal coordinate x. We can characterize the
entropy generation associated with the similarity solution for the velocity profile. The dissipation
function # defined in the first chapter and in Appendix C is directly related to the velocity field:
_BuL + BuI .ui = 2 +2 + + +2 (aux NY (6)
i xj x x y yy x '
From the similarity solution, we get:
2 2 2 &I 2fy
1U12  f vxU3X~~~~ 16~;$+3a2u x2l- x(aff
2 (~
In non-dimensional values:
V rUl _f + 4
5
_r _U x f 2 q Uy + I Uy2
2
+ h Re OfL
x (1-A) (rf )U12
h 2
+ 1 h316 x 3
(1-A) 7 f4 1 (h
Re arf ) 4 x)
4 h2 Uy 24 x2 U12 h (: Rex ) (1-2)
U1 rf
Here we see explicitly that the # function is not similar. To evaluate the importance of the relative
terms at different x positions, we use oc h.When X s > 0 , the third, forth and fifthU1 Kx h
terms are dominant. The major component of dissipation is ax) . The middle term is negative
(because u, is negative), and the solution gives an interesting function, that below a certain value of
X has zero values at a defined Tj. The function produces "bumps" in the u, velocity field. WhenW
h Cs>+o , the second term is dominant. The major component of dissipation is . This
function is a quite "regular" bell-like function, that decreases and goes flat to zero with x. Plots of
the 4 function are given on Figure b2 for different values of .
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Figure b2 : Dissipation function profiles from the similarity solution
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On Figure b2 we can appreciate the relative influences of the different terms varying with . The
influence of the factor leads to "bumps", here for values of X much below. However, these
bumps are not related to those observed in the study.
Appendix C : Entropy generation in mixing flows
We present here Bejan's work [2] [3] on combining Fluid Mechanics and Thermodynamics to derive
relations between entropy generation, mass average stagnation pressure, and dissipation function.
Our study is limited to the effects of viscous mixing of fluid flow, so we assume negligible heat
transfer. We also assume incompressible flow. We start with the fundamental thermodynamic
identity, with the assumption of local thermodynamic equilibrium:
TdS = dE + pdV
= dH - Vdp = dH - nT- for a perfect gas,P
with R the universal gas constant (9L 8.314).
In quantities per unit mass,
Tds = dh - R T ,
P
where R = is the individual gas constant with OX the molar weight of the gas
Tds = cedT - R T±P ,
P
ds = cT - Rdp.
T p
The same result applies for stagnation quantities :
ds = cdT - RdP. (7)T pt
Without any work or heat addition, the first principle of thermodynamics gives for a perfect gas
dh = cpdT = 0. Under these conditions,
ds =-R '=- R d(npt).
Pt
And for reference values taken at mixed out conditions:
s-se = - R In-'- (8)
pte
To get a simpler expression for (8), we need to assume that the flow is nearly incompressible, which
is a consequence of low Mach number. Under these assumptions,
dpt' 
~:: 0.
pt
pt - ptel << pte (or pt = pte + O(pte) ).
This last result allows us to rewrite (8) as:
S - Se R P' P'' or
pte
p T (S -Se) -(pt - pte). (9)
The assumptions made for this result are perfect gas : PV= n9tT (or P= pRT), no external shaft
work, no working (non-conservative) forces, no heat addition, low Mach number of the flow
M = u << 1 and small pressure variations.
jyR T
In the case of incompressible flow, (9) is a direct result from Tt ds = cp dT - dp:p
The next step deals with Fluid Mechanics. The Navier-Stokes equation for a viscous flow with no
body force is:
Pdii =P + (iV' )i +
where 't is the viscous stress tensor, and V. r = Div (z) =e .
The variation of kinetic energy is then : p( - = 2 - .ip +.9.r. (10)
In the absence of any work added to the fluid, the energy equation is:
p d (e + !)= - 9.(pi)+9(z(5)) - 9.4 + P,
where e is the internal energy per unit mass, z(ii) represents the viscous stress of the flow, q is the
heat flux vector per unit volume, and P is the heat power dissipated per unit volume. (10) and the
identity h = e + -E yields:
p
where (r:Vii) = a is the tensor product between the viscous stress matrix and the Jacobian
matrix of the velocity field.
We now introduce the entropy per unit mass:
Tds = dh - dp
P
which leads to:
For a Newtonian fluid, ry =
p T = (r:Vii) - Y.q.
pU + -
And with Fourier's law, 4 = - k VT , we get
8uj
+x O) 8xi
We introduce at this point the dissipation function # = 2 + aXi 8X , and use the result:
(tkiT) = xc9 9vT + fo (YT
(this is exactly the divergence theorem for the integral equation).
Now (12)p = # - p (0.5 + Y YT) + k(TY
To extract from this last result the entropy generation, we need to write:
ds = &en Q
pdt dt +T'
where &gen is the entropy created and Qis the rate of heat received per unit volume. It is easy to
show that = 9 - = Y Y T.
Subsequently, (12) becomes pSgf = - p (9.l + 9T
It is here noticeable that this result shows that the entropy generated is always positive (the first and
second terms on the right side add up to a sum of squares).
(11)
2 (.5 + 1 '.(k iT)d t T- -fzxi
For our study, we assume no heat transfer within the flow, i.e. negligible temperature gradient and
low Mach number. Bejan in Entropy Generation Through Heat and Fluid Flow defines the irreversibility
l (fluid friction ddistribution ratio rp = hea t= n to compare the magnitudes of entropyheat transfer) k_( Ty
generation from heat transfer and fluid friction.
Put all together, the last assumptions (12) lead to the relation between the entropy generation and the
dissipation function:
p n = #O .(13)
~dt T
The assumptions made for this result are Newtonian fluid (isotropic viscous fluid, with mechanical
elasticity and symmetry properties, Stokes's assumption, and constant viscosity coefficient -see 1.13
in Internal Flow ), no body force, no heat transfer or heat source, no external work added, and
incompressible flow.
To combine the two main results (9) and (13), we do a control volume analysis. With all the
assumptions made, we define a control volume by a stream tube closed by two sections. Because the
flow, without external work, tends towards a maximal entropy state, we consider mixed out
conditions (uniform flow) at the exit.
Figure c1 shows the control volume for our study, and defines a longitudinal coordinate x.
We recap the integral conservation equations for incompressible steady flow:
(xi) A(xi) = uJx dA = Ue A(xe) . (14)
A4(xa)
(conservation of mass)
A -A1
p(i) + j pux2 (xi) ] A(xi) = pte + j pue ]A(Xe). (15)
(conservation of impulsion without external force - viscous forces are neglected at the boundaries)
For steady flow, the entropy inside the control volume is constant:
DS(xi) = pux s dA - pUe Se A(e) + -Q, dV + ""gen = 0 (16)
A(xi) CV(xi)
The terms on the right side are respectively the entropy inflow and outflow, the heat transfer integral
(that equals the heat flux integral over the contour), to be neglected, and the entropy generated.
Control Volume
(xz) U
pux p dA
A)
-M9
Figure c: Control Volume definition for integral equations
The definition of the mass average pressure, together with (9) and (14), transforms (16) to:
/-M
- ue A(xe) Pi (xi) - Pe + 6Sgen
Ti dt
d x)= ue Ae(xe) ii) Ti MX)-Pe \fM(i) Pie) 17
The integral form of (16) is t"xi) = JJJP# dV.
Cr(x,)
Now we have the direct relation between the dissipation function * at the local scale, and the global
mass average stagnation pressure decrease, or mechanical energy loss:
Apt loss (xi) = pM(xi) - pte $AX) dVJ, (18)
Ct xt
-M
pi (xi) = Api loss (Xi)+ pe . (19)
(conservation of mechanical energy)
To conclude with the control volume analysis of mixing flows, we write the main integral results for
the simple case of 2-dimensional flow. We assume a constant area channel, and set the inlet
conditions to two uniform parallel flows. These two different flows come out of two channels of
same area.
Control Volume
U1 Y
-- Xh ue
U2
xi x
Figure c2: Simple case of 2 uniform parallel flows (2D)
The control volume analysis gives from (14), (15) and (19):
Aptio (pI - e) + 2(2 - e) (
IpU12 (1+ A) IpU12 4
2 2
where A = . We can solve this set of equations with a convenient number of known quantities.U1.
Except for Ap ss, that has to be known from experimental results, the boundary conditions must
provide at least 3 quantities with at least one reference pressure or stagnation pressure. Because the
pressure field in incompressible flow is defined to within a constant, we can set for example the exit
pressure to be the reference pressure, i.e. Pe = 0. If we decide to set for example velocity inlet
conditions, we can simply express any quantity as a function of U1, X, and Apt ,, :
ptl + Apt loss U1l2 (A (A
--- A 4
(1 + 1 U (2 +2+ ,)r +2- 
) At loss +4
pp - i " Apt ioss - pU12 ( -
(1 + A 1 2 (1 -2) (1 -32)p2 = - A "" 2 pU 4
(1 + os (1 + A)(1 - A)piA- pa =A2 ioss + 2pUl2 2 (20)
From (23), we observe that pti - pa is of the same sign as U1 - U2 . The flow of higher velocity
has to be the flow of higher stagnation pressure and vice versa. Moreover, there is a minimal
stagnation pressure difference to be applied for a defined velocity ratio at the inlet (that corresponds
to the isentropic case Apt loss = 0).
Apt loss ptl pa pI p2
Case pU12 1 pU12 pU12 pU12 pU12
2U 2 2F 2 2F
Equal inlet
0.0625 0.875 0.125 -0.125 -0.125
pressure
Numerical
Simulation 0.0751* 0.8965* 0.1035* -0.1035* -0.1314*
Re=1000
Numerical
Simulation 0.0783 0.9224 0.0776 -0.0776 -0.1724
Re=100
Numerical
Simulation 0.1150 0.931 0.069 0.069 -0.3554
Re=10
Table c I: Some direct results of a control volume analysis (simple 2D case of mixing parallel flows, A=O.5)
Table ci presents some values computed at different Reynolds numbers, together with the solution
from a control volume analysis (assuming uniform inlet pressure). We observe that the static pressure
of the high velocity channel can be either higher or lower than the static pressure of the low velocity
channel. Unlike what we could expect, equal pressures at the inlet is not a good boundary condition
at low Reynolds numbers. The mixing cannot be considered at a constant pressure near the inlet.
This is the main reason why we used a splitting wall at the inlet, rather than a velocity profile with a
discontinuity.
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